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Introduction
This closeout report provides an overview of the role Civic Tech Innovation Network played in managing
and delivering events at the urban festival. The partnership and role players involved, details on how the
events were delivered and promoted, the challenges, successes, and recommendations from
conceptualising, planning, delivering and managing the events. Lastly, the multimedia products
produced from the events and the dissemination plan to reach a wider audience.
Project overview
About the Urban festival
The Urban Festival was a partnership between the South African Cities Network (SACN), the Department
of Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs (COGTA) and Integrated Development Framework
(IUDF), Civic Tech Innovation Network (CTIN), Wits Journalism and Media Lab (JAMLAB), ICLEI - Local
Governments for Sustainability, and Our Future Cities (OFC). The Urban Festival events ran from 1-31
October 2020, culminating in World Cities Day. This was the first edition of Urban Festival and the focus
was on inclusivity, accessibility, and digital innovation.
This year's Urban Festival themed "Empowering the Civic" was an exploration of how the physical and
virtual world can be harnessed to engage people in reimagining and shaping their cities, both in these
strange and uncertain Covid-19 pandemic times and into the future. For festival highlights video click
here.
The role of CTIN at the Urban festival
The Urban festival had a total of seventy-eight virtual events taking different forms and sizes and was
attended globally and engaged people via social media (please see figure 1 and table 1 below). To
deliver the twelve events at the Urban festival CTIN was supported by Civicus, the Konrad Adenauer
Foundation and Luminate.

Figure 1: Urban festival key statistics

Table 1: Urban festival key statistics
Category
Partner events
Emergent events that came from the Open Call
External events
Events hosts
People attended
Average participants per event

Statistics
47
19
11
36
3700
48

18 Types of events
Webinar
Panel Discussions
Workshops
Conversation & Networking
Instagram Takeovers
Film Screenings
Q&A’s
Exhibitions
Virtual Tours
Book launches
Video workshop

18
14
16
8
5
5
4
3
2
1
1
9 Event categories

Smarter cities
Future cities
Mobility
Governance
Civic Engagement
Tech
Sustainable Cities
Discovering Cities
Data
Urban festival website
Unique visitors to the website

7
9
3
11
15
3
5
16
4

Total website visits
A global reach

18,000
Over 5,000 of these visitors were from South
Africa but there were over 300 visitors from the
USA, 250 from the UK, 134 from Kenya and 114
from Germany.
There were website visitors from 99 separate
countries spanning every continent.

Visits from the African continent

Urban festival Programme views
Social Media Insights:

8,500

6000

Social media statistics for the urban festival
Time period: 30 September - 27 October 2020
Facebook ● @urbanfestival20 (Organic (not paid)
reach)
● Overall: +35.2k People reached
● +170 (^158%) page follows, 155 likes
(143%) from 0 - Today
● 475 page views (^64%)
● 8906 post reach (ave. per post) - ^383%
● 820 post engagements - ^254%
Twitter @ofuture cities (Organic (not paid) reach)
● 600 tweets
● 466k Impressions
● 4,100 Profile Visits
● 152 mentions

CTIN Twitter
● 154 000 impressions (Organic)
● 434 Tweets
● 108 Mentions
● 3,796 Profile Visits

Youtube ● SACitiesNetwork TV (Organic (not paid)
reach)
● Views: 1415 channel views
● Impressions: 5702
● Watch time (hours): 165.5 hours
● Subscribers: +35

Overall feedback from the participants on the Urban festival
The statistics presented in table 1 and participants' feedback from the urban festival one minute survey
indicate that there was interest in the Urban festival as well. The following testimonials were extracted
from the survey.
●

“We need to hear from Urban professionals have an ideas competition or give us a visual a
window into how space can be transformed. Make movies about how communities can change
a space”

●

“Well done on the excellent organisation”

●

“I hope that this be held every year as it's surely interesting and empowering”

●

“Great job! Keep it up”

●

“Amazing work and truly brilliant to see the result in such a short space of time!”

●

“Great job”

●
●
●
●

“Thanks very much for your efforts and professionalism. Please organize more”
“Great event! Well done to all involved!”

●

“Was quite an extraordinary effort for the organisers, and it is highly appreciated”

●
●

“Well done! A brilliant festival - inspiring, inclusive and accessible thanks to being online”
“Well done! Smell your flowers while you still alive. You guys did a great job! So much respect
for you”

“You are doing a great job, keep up the good work”

CTIN Urban Fest Events
CTIN hosted four Tech Tuesdays - Smarter Cities sessions, in partnership with Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung
(KAS) “Strong Cities 2030” programme, four Thursday Urban Jam Cafés sessions in partnership with
Jamlab Meetup’s Reimagining Journalism Series, and four Wednesday Masterclasses throughout
October 2020.
Tech Tuesday Smarter Cities sessions
About the be smarter Cities Sessions
The smarter Cities series were weekly “Prime Time” virtual events that took place every Tuesday from
2:00 PM- 4:00 PM in October 2020 for international perspectives, cases, and demonstrators on cities
technology. The aim of the series was for a range of audiences to engage critically and creatively with
the proposition of “smart cities” in their contexts and practices. To showcase a range of evocative
ideas and practices related to digital solutions in the urban context, sharing current research and
know-how, as well as promoting peer learning and international collaboration. The series has been
framed in relation to four conceptual areas:

i.

Smarter Cities & Consciousness
The focus of the session: How do we engage with tech and cities while shifting our consciousness
to focus on what matters and is meaningful for humanity to survive and thrive on this planet?

Session write up and outputs
The first session, Consciousness, looked at the use of technology in making cities better places to live.
Anuraj Gambhir noted that the term 'smart cities' means different things in different contexts - it could
be about basic infrastructure development in one context or about different levels of tech development
in another context. He spoke about many forms of futuristic tech that will bring great change to our
cities. There are three different "horizons" of tech that companies/governments find themselves in: 1)
the improvements to the existing; 2) the next generation of the current; 3) the completely
new/transformative and visionary. The tech that Anuraj spoke of included IOT and IIOT (Internet of
Things and Industrial IOT), transport, AI, etc. A popular question was whether Big Tech would use this
data for insidious purposes, considering the track record of Alphabet/Facebook etc., and whether there
will be a distinction drawn from the privatisation of public data and the commercialisation of it.
Outputs from the session
1. Smarter cities: Consciousness CTIN media Article
2. Session video recording
Session production
Main speaker: Anuraj Gambhir
Facilitator: Geci Karuri-Sebina (SA)
Coordinator: Khumo Sello
Technical support: Khumo Sello & CTIN team

ii.

Smarter Cities & Imagination
The focus of the session: How] Can we transform our cities and settlements towards more
sustainable and fulfilling possibilities through engaging our imaginations? What kinds of
imaginings interest or excite you when you think about the future [African] city?

Session write up
This session, facilitated by CTIN’s Geci Karuri-Sebina, focused on the question of: (how) can we
transform our cities and settlements towards more sustainable and fulfilling possibilities, through
engaging our imaginations? What kinds of imaginings interest or excite you when you think about the
future (African) city?
Out puts from the session
1. Smarter Cities: Imagination CTIN media article
2. Session video recoding
Session production
Session speakers:
●
●

Thiresh Govender
Russel Hlongwane

Facilitator: Geci Karuri-Sebina (SA)
Session Coordinator: Khumo Sello
Tech support: Khumo Sello &CTIN team

iii.

Smarter Cities & Participation
The focus of the session: How can we engage communities/stakeholders in “smart city” making?
What are lessons from around the world? What principles and cautions emerge for thinking
about the future of African city-making?

Session write up
The third session, Participation, was moderated by Geci Karuri-Sebina. It focused on initiatives that are
championing smart cities in the form of digital solutions in the urban context and ongoing research
regarding the same. The presenters for the event were Julien Carbonell, PhD Candidate and the founder
of the startup project Democracy Studio that works to co-design cities with inhabitants and Simina Lazar
of ASToN Network, a flagship project between Agence Francaise de Developpement (AFD) and URBACT.
Julien presented his research concerning stakeholder engagement in smart cities, focused on the cities
of Tel Aviv, Tallinn and Taiwan as case studies. As they do not own any natural resources, these cities
have invested in the digital economy. The next presentation was by Derrick Demeveng, a representative
from GeOsm, a location intelligence platform created to connect and empower citizens and decision
makers through data. The platform was designed to solve the problem of a lack of efficient, timely and
centralized access to geospatial data. The platform is built on open source technology that is simple,
highly scalable and useful to empower different sectors such as town planning, security, infrastructure
among others. Simina Lazar presented on the progress that the ASToN Network has achieved in
providing digital solutions and transformation to cities across Africa as a catalyst for sustainable growth.
Charlynn Ainembabazi from Uganda, one of the members of the ASToN Network, explained how they
were working with ASToN to educate the public about mobility through the program Entambulayo; an
incident management tool that helps in handling traffic congestion in the city. From all the cases
presented, the concluding sentiments included the fact that there is no single way of engaging the public
as well as the importance of endorsing a collaborative effort among all stakeholders involved.

Session outputs
1. Smarter Cities: participation CTIN media article
2. Session video recording

Session production
Speakers:
●
●
●
●

Simina LAZAR
Julien Carbonnell
Charlynn Ainembabazi
Derrick DEMEVENG

Session coordinator: Khumo Sello
Technical support: Khumo Sello & CTIN team

iv.
Smarter Cities: Policy and Action
The focus of the session: A panel discussion on how South Africa is taking on the “smart city” concept Practically, what does a “Smart City South Africa” agenda entail? Who has done what / what progress
has been made? Where is the attention needed?

Session write up
The final session, Policy and Action, facilitated by Jokudu Guya, featured an array of knowledgeable
panellists who were tasked with discussing the actions that South Africa is taking to write and enact
smart city policies. The session featured Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs (CoGTA) Deputy
General Avril Williamson, Sithole Mbanga, CEO of SA Cities Network, AND Engela Petzer, senior
researcher in Housing and Urban Studies at the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR). DG

Williamson opened the session by introducing and providing background on the Smarter Cities
Framework, pioneered by President Cyril Ramaphosa, and noted how the CoGTA department is
committed to delivering a draft of the framework in November 2020. She was followed by SACN’s
Sithole Mbanga, who begins by setting the context in reference to Africa, and South Africa's colonial
history, and how it manifests in planning fraternities as well as the built environment. Mbanga made
reference to three ‘waves' of disruption faced by cities, namely, the 2008 Global Recession, Climate
Change, and COVID-19, which have each shaped our cities on multiple levels, and how the notion of
Smarter Cities addresses them. Engela Petzer, senior researcher in Housing and Urban Studies at the
Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR), sets the context in which South African cities
operate in their endeavour to implement Smart City Principles, making reference to this CSIR study.
Through each of the presentations by the panellists, as well as the questions and comments by audience
members, the core theme of Empowering the Civic took precedence, with all parties in agreement that
without the inclusion and prioritisation of all people of all classes, genders and abilities, Smart Cities
cannot be realised in South Africa, and elsewhere on the content.
Session outputs
1. Smarter Cities: Policy and action CTIN media article
2. Session video recording
Session Production
Speakers
●
●
●

Sithole Mbanga
Engela Petzer
Avril Williamson

Facilitator: Jokudu Guya
Session coordinator: Khumo Sello
Technical support: Khumo Sello & CTIN team

The audience for the Smart Cities series
CTIN targeted an Africa-wide, multi-stakeholder audience which includes local government policymakers
and practitioners, urban practitioners and planners, people engaged in the property sector, and
academics. However, in the spirit of the “Whole of Society” approach of the IUDF, we opened the
session to the rest of the urban stakeholders – businesses, NGOs and activists, and all other interested
members of civil society.
Format and audience engagement for the sessions
● CTIN hosted 2 hour visual and interactive sessions via zoom.
● Allowed audience members to share questions and comments on the zoom chatbox
● Broadcasted all the sessions via Facebook live to reach a wider audience and live tweeted all the
sessions to promote audience engagement

Smarter Cities series attendance
CTIN aimed to have at least 40 people per session. For all the smarter cities sessions we received high
registrations between 53-142 and attendance was between 30- 69 people per session. The Smarter
Cities: Policy and Action was the mostly attended session with 69 people and 142 registrations. See table
2 for all the numbers of people that attendant all the Smarter cities sessions.
Table 2: Smarter cities session attendance
Smarter Cities Session name
Consciousness
Imagination
Participation
Policy and Action

Attendance
30
43
38
69

Thursday Urban Jam Cafés sessions
About the Urban Jam Cafés sessions
The “Urban JAM Café” series were a weekly “conversational” virtual session on the influential role the
civic has played in media to increase public opinion & voice, and shape policy & governance in cities at
the Urban Festival 2020, South Africa. The series was sponsored KAS, Luminate and CIVICUS and
organized by the Civic Tech Innovation Network (CTIN) in partnership with Jamlab Meetup’s Reimagining
Journalism Series and hosted every Thursday from 4:30 PM- 6:00 PM (SAST) throughout October.

The series included four sessions:
I.
Urban JAM Café: Reimagining public opinion and satire
About the session: From Trevor Noah to Coconut Kelz, Chester Missing, Evita Bezuidenhout, Zapiro,
political satire is as South African as pap and vleis. And while we are reminded that satire may not
always change politics, it is “a powerful tool to undermine propaganda, expose abuses of power, and
ridicule cultural and social taboos” (Perspectives #02/2016). All around the world – and on our good
Continent, it has become a critical edutainment form on various public and social media platforms,
particularly reaching urban, connected and engaged populations, contributing to shaping public
discourse. In this Café, we jammed with some of Africa’s current exciting satirists to find out about their
platforms, journeys, perspectives and experiences. The session opened and closed with live music.

Session write up
The first Jam Café session was opened with and closed with a performance by Tasha Hendrix, which
reinforced the session’s theme: ‘reimagining public opinion and satire’. Stephen Horn, producer of the
South African political satire platform, Politically Aweh, spoke on the role of comedy and satire in media
and political commentary. Mainstream news has experienced a reduction in readership, and media
outlets are required to adapt and appeal to the youth in order to remain relevant. The next speaker was
artist, cartoonist and activist, Masoud Kipanya, whose political satire has been making waves and
activating the civic spirit in East and Southern Africa for almost two decades. Kipanya’s political satire
critically evaluates the censorship and freedom of speech in politics and media.
The last guest, Tafadzwa Tseisi, founded Magamba Network, an award-winning organisation which uses
creative forms of youth activism to build a democratic and just Zimbabwe.

Session output
1. Session video recording

Session production
Host: Noni Khumalo
Speakers:
●
●

Tafadzwa Tseisi - Magamba TV, Zimbabwe
Masoud Kipanya - 'Kipanya' Tooning, Tanzania

●

Stephen Horn - Politically Aweh, SA

Curator and coordinator: Khumo Sello
Technical support: Khumo Sello, Bardill Entertainment & CTIN team
Music by: Bardill Entertainment
Artist: Tasha Hendrix

II.
Urban JAM Café: Reimagining new narratives
About the session: This was a storytelling session on how can we transform ourselves and our society
through our narrative(s)? As we imagine the future of cities, of human society and how we live and
intermingle with each other, technology and the planet - what is the role of the narratives we hold, and
how are you using story/narrative in your own pursuits? In this Café, we jammed with some of Africa’s
current exciting story tellers to find out about their platforms, journeys, perspectives and experiences.
The session opened and closed with live music.
Session write up
The second installment of Jam Café was kicked-off by a performance from the South African singersongwriter, Pilani Bubu. The host, Noni Khumalo, posed a question to the audience: as the future of
cities and societies change, what role do our narratives play in the shaping of those spaces? Michael
Mutisunge Noel Phoya (Muti), a Malawian artist, author and filmmaker, designs and delivers projects
that tell stories challenging the Malawian status quo. He highlighted four key areas that should guide
African storytellers as they push towards re-imagining new narratives for their contexts: the ownership
of stories, creating meta-data, creating thriving local ecosystems, and ensuring inclusivity and showing
up on the global stage. Coumba Toure, a coordinator for Africans Rising, highlighted the importance of
creating and showcasing narratives that promote women in everyday scenarios. Finally, Anirban Dutta, a
filmmaker and photographer pointed out that stories tend to build off each other and before one gets to
share a story, it is important to embed oneself in the community.

Session outputs
1. Session video recording
Session production
Host: Noni Khumalo
Speakers:
●
●

Mutisunge Etter-Phoya (Malawi)
Coumba Toure (Senegal)

●

Anirban Dutta (India)

Curator and coordinator: Khumo Sello
Technical support: Khumo Sello, Bardill Entertainment & CTIN team
Music by: Bardill Entertainment
Artist: Pilani Bubu
III.
Urban JAM Café: Reimagining new media and voices
About the session: What are interesting developments/directions in how public opinion - especially in
increasingly young, urbanised African society - is being formed? What are new media roles / tools /
platforms /channels? What are the implications of such? Any new opportunities you see (towards
positive change)? Any lessons from COVID experience?? The session opened and closed with live music.
Session write up
The third instalment of the Jam Café started with a performance by Afro jazz-funk band, ‘Shef and the
Kitchen’. Al Kags, founder of the Open Institute, shared six insights on the interesting developments in
the media space such as the rise of community media where people are no longer homogeneous and
the decline of traditional media houses. Tomiwa Aladekomo, the CEO of Big Cabal Media, made
reference to the importance of this discussion as the End SARS campaign in Nigeria is gaining traction.
We can learn a lot from the protest coverage provided by new digital platforms and its use as an
effective tool to shape the narrative and help communicate the different concerns of community
groups. Mimi Kalinda, the Group CEO and Co-Founder of the Africa Communications Media Group
(ACG), took the opportunity to mention that our own African media houses should do a lot better to
cover the issues surrounding the African continent rather than just the news stemming from the West.
The rise in new media platforms has allowed for the most vulnerable groups amongst us to have a voice.

Session output
1. Session video recording
Session production
Host: Noni Khumalo
Speakers:
●
●

Al Kags (Kenya)
Tomiwa Aladekomo (Nigeria)

●

Mimi Kalinda (SA/DRC)

Curator and coordinator: Khumo Sello
Technical support: Khumo Sello, Bardill Entertainment & CTIN team
Music by: Bardill Entertainment
Artist: Shef & The Kitchen

IV.
Urban JAM Café: Reimagining policy and governance
About the session: The focus of this session was for the speakers to present stories from their respective
countries regarding their transformation journey/stage in the digital age; how it was done and what
lessons came out of the process and practical actions for governments, civil society, and business? What
are the digital systems (eGov, open gov) that transformed policy and what does it mean for government,
civil society business and other urban stakeholders? The session opened and closed with live music.
Session write up
The fourth and final installment of this series kicked off with a performance from Sabelo Mthembu.
Aidan Eyakuze, the Executive Director of Twaweza East Africa, started out by framing the issue of
governance. He argued that the best quality governance should characterised by decisions that are
inclusive, execution that is competent, and distribution of costs and rewards that is equitable. Aidan
concluded his remarks by stating that new media and social media are at the core of quality governance
as new media is transforming governance by shaping truth and disrupting trust. Paul Plantinga, a
specialist in the Impact Centre at the Human Sciences Research Council in South Africa, discussed his
three areas of research: open innovation, open research evidence and open data. He went on to explain
how his work uses new digital systems to transform policy in government sectors. Lerato D. Mataboge,
the Deputy Director-General for Trade and Investment in the South African Department of Trade and
Industry, highlighted that from a policy implementation standpoint, the COVID-19 pandemic has given
them the opportunity to test innovative ways of doing business and reaching their stakeholders. One the
country went into lockdown, the department had to start thinking about innovative ways to deliver
digital solutions which would help to sustain the economy. Digital solutions helped the department to
become much more inclusive and provide information to a wider audience.

Session output
1. Session video recordings
Session production
Host: Noni Khumalo
Speakers:
●
●

Aidan Eyakuze (Tanzania)
Paul Platinga (SA)

●

Lerato Mataboge (SA)

Curator and coordinator: Khumo Sello
Technical support: Khumo Sello, Bardill Entertainment & CTIN team
Music by: Bardill Entertainment
Artist: Sabelo Mthembu

The audience for the Thursday Urban Jam Cafés sessions
CTIN targeted an Africa-wide, multi-stakeholder audience including local government policymakers and
practitioners, urban practitioners and planners, people engaged in the property sector, and academics.
However, in the spirit of the “Whole of Society” approach of the IUDF, we also want to be open to the
rest of the urban stakeholders – businesses, NGOs and activists, and all other interested members of
civil society.
Format of the session Reimagining new media and voices
● The sessions were 1 hour and 30 minutes via zoom
● The session opened and closed with Live Music
● The sessions were multimedia conversation, and the speakers used as many examples to
showcase their work in relation to the session topics
● All the sessions were followed by a facilitated engagement between panellists and the audience
about the role, evolution (and challenges) of this kind of social commentary in society / social
change in our times.
● Allowed audience members to share questions and comments on the zoom chatbox
● Broadcasted all the sessions via Facebook live to reach a wider audience and live-tweeted all the
sessions
Urban Jam Café’ Attendance
CTIN aimed to have at least 40 people per session. For all the sessions we received high registrations
between 50-79 registrations and attendance was between 30- 39 people. See table 3 for numbers of
people who attended the Urban Jam café sessions.
Table 3: Urban Jam Café’ Attendance
Urban JAM Café session
Reimagining public opinion and satire
Reimagining New narratives and voices
Reimagining New media
Reimagining Policy and action

Attendance
28
29
40
29

Wednesday Civic Tech Masterclasses
About the Masterclasses
The Civic Tech Innovation Network (CTIN) hosted four Civic Tech Masterclasses focusing on sharing case
studies from around the world on several topics including, digital transformation in governance, public
meetings and COVID-19, digital activism and using public data.

The masterclasses focused on four themes:
I.
Digitalising Governance 101 Masterclass
About the masterclass: This was a masterclass for Government officials seeking to understand the
impact of digitalisation on their work; Civic techies and innovators who work with government/issues
This session focused on understanding:
●

Public policy: Data Science

●

Governance: Digital Transformation

Key take outs from the masterclass
This masterclass was led by Wits School of Governance senior lecturer Halfdan Lynge-Mangueira and
lecturer Rekgotsofetse Chikane, kick-started the workshop by sharing some insights on the topic of
Digitalising Governance. Through a series of charts, they were able to highlight how the country of
Estonia was able to implement key policy reforms by making use of technology and data science over
the past 10-12 years. Halfdan shared three major trends happening in the space of data processing. The
first trend is that ‘Data volumes are increasing’ where he displayed a graph showcasing how the data
available to us is on an exponential upward rise between the year of 2010 and 2025. The second trend
pointed out was that ‘the nature of data is changing’ where we no longer are just obtaining organised
structured data, but rather unstructured data that comprises photos, text files and webpage posts. The
third trend happening is that ’our processing power is constantly improving’. As we take note of these
three global trends happening in the space of data processing, the question arises as to what are the
implications on how we engage with public policy?

Session output
1. Masterclass video recording
II.
Public Meetings & Covid Masterclass with Citizen Lab
About the masterclass: This masterclass focused on how as we live more and more online and continue
to face the COVID-19 pandemic, how online deliberation and participation can contribute to and amplify
citizens’ voices.
This session explored the options that online deliberation offers and how governments can engage with
citizens in an inclusive and accessible way.
This session was hosted by Alexandra Chandran, head of Partnerships at Citizen Lab, a citizen
engagement platform, used by local governments and organisations to reconnect with their
communities and engage them in the decision-making process, opened the masterclass by inviting
attendees to answer questions about what they sought to gain from the session as well as what their
past experiences with community and public engagement processes had been like. Alex cited the issues
with existing and former models of public engagement and participation, such as low efficiency with
regard to both resources and processes, as well as a lack of transparency and public trust. Be the
engagement via paper surveys, physical activities, or social media. To address these issues, Citizen Lab
facilitates good, evidence-based, decision and policymaking by providing an e-democracy platform that
enables co-decision making between communities and governments.
Key Takeaways from the masterclass
Citizen workshops are an essential part of our local democracies
These events, which are traditionally held offline, are now beginning to take place in digital spaces.
How can we ensure that deliberation remains fruitful and constructive? Our practical guide helps you to
organise and moderate your online debates.
Launching your citizen participation platform
Once a digital participation platform is launched, the main challenge is to make sure it's visible and used
by citizens.
How to set up an inclusive digital engagement project
Key principles to follow when setting a digital participation project to ensure - that your platform is as
inclusive and representative as possible.
More information on Citizen Lab’s work can be found on their website and Youtube

Session output
Masterclass video recording

III.
Digital Activism with Amandla.mobi
About the masterclass: Kokesto Moeti's session focused on how activists like herself have been using
civic tech.Technology has presented new ways for activists to collaborate, campaign, mobilise and
exchange information. Moeti showed the class how she has been using tech in her work and other
international examples.
Koketso Moeti, founding executive director of Amandla.mobi delivered the Masterclass on Digital
Activism. This Masterclass sought to share ways in which citizens can use civic technology for new ways
to collaborate, campaign, mobilise and exchange information. Moeti showed the class how she has been
using tech in her work and gave the participants practical guides on how they can use social mobilisation
and activism to empower themselves and their communities.
Key take outs from the masterclass
Digital activism can be defined as the use of digital tools such as mobile phones, the internet and social
media to bring about change, political and social change. Moeti explained how digital activism is not a
new phenomenon, adding that throughout history, communities have consistently used the tools and
resources available to them to mobilise for social change, using the fax machine as an example of a
communication tool that was used to mobilise. Although digital tools are useful, Moeti cautioned the
participants against attempting to use digital tools to replace people. Tools are made to be used, who
uses them and what they use them for determines their impact, she said.
Speaking about social change, Moeti encouraged the participants to work within ecosystems. ‘You
cannot affect change alone; you have to have the humility to work with others to mobilise’, she
said. Talking about effecting change, Moeti said ‘change is not linear, you must be in it for the long
haul.’ Furthermore, she added that due to the volatility of mobile technology, people must think
carefully about the decisions they make today and how they affect the future. She gave insights on the
value of foresight; imploring the participants to be more forward-thinking in their attempts to make an
impact, ‘forecasting connects the past, the present and the future’, she said. She continued to say,
‘activism is not only about using tech; you have to think deeply about the past, present and future to
change the world.
The Masterclass was a session filled with provocative exercises, that required the participants to think
about how they can build a shared vision for multiple futures. Moeti shared various strategic foresight
toolkits like the Institute for the Future Foresight Essentials and Save the Children – the Future is Ours,
that can help citizens think differently about digital activism and the use of technological tools to
accelerate change.

Session Output
Please note this session was not recorded at the host’s request.
IV.
Using Public Data with CPSI
About the masterclass: This session was hosted by Pierre Schoonraad, who is the Head of Research and
Development at the Centre for Public Service Innovation (CPSI). He opened the interactive session with
the catalytic statement that 'Data is not just about trying to identify and understand what the problems
are but is about guiding us to make better decisions.'
Key take outs from the masterclass
Schoonraad then posed the question: ‘Is the Public Service Bloated with its 1,3m employees?’ to the
audience before diving into the existing data for the answers. The answer was both yes or no, as the

data revealed that there are more vacancies than filled positions in the public service, however, there
are challenges around inefficiencies, with 50% of department budgets being spent on administration as
opposed to their mandate.
The second question Schoonraad posed is: “Can geo-location of crime assist targeted intelligence-driven
policing?” The group discussion unearthed mixed opinions, and Schoonraad revealed that GPS crime
data is unreliable and cannot be used for targeted policing because of this. However, the data is correct
at the community level, but not at the street or house level, and could guide community-level and larger
scale safety initiatives. These are just but a few examples of the thought-provoking questions posed to
the audience for consideration when attempting to identify tech interventions to some of our world's
most pressing challenges, that are often layered with complexities.

Session output
Masterclass video recording

Masterclasses attendance:
CTIN aimed to have an attendance of at least 20 attendees per session and over 100 people registered
for the session with at least 25 registrations and between 18 to 29 attendees for each session.
Audience engagement and testimonials
CTIN social media was used to promote the CTIN urban festival events and to engage the audience pre,
during and post the events. All the events were broadcasted live on Facebook and live tweeted during
the events. Table 2 shows twitter and Facebook statistics during the urban festival month.
Table 4: CTIN social media statistics during the urban festival
Social media activity
Twitter total reach for October
107 933
Facebook organic reach
Facebook page follows

Facebook page likes

66 383
468
488

The CTIN events at the urban festival were well received and this was seen through audience
engagement during the sessions. The following testimonials are extracted from the sessions chat box:
“This is really Beautiful everyone thank you”
“Buying your work to stock our library tonight @Coumba. Also, we should explore cross-regional
collaborations”
“Wow that is amazing”
“Thank you Everyone great session really enjoyed it”
“Thank you all for such a good session :)”
“Thanks so much everyone! That was fantastic. Great presentation Anuraj”
“thank you for the nice conversation!”
“Thank you Anuraj and organisers. Lots to think about!”
“Really Great Presentations from Everyone thank you so much enjoyed this session well done to the
team.
”
“Love the music! Please share the name of the artist, and the title of the song”
“This is beautiful work. Very important to connect tech/digitisation to our heritage”
“I love the image of “the cloud” as being the way we access information. In both ‘traditional’ and ‘digital’
culture”

Successes, Lessons and recommendations

CTIN was responsible for managing and delivering events at the Urban festival. A list of CTIN activities at
the urban festival is on Annexure A and the following are successes, challenges, and Lessons
Recommendations from managing and delivering the CTIN events at the urban festival.

Successes
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

CTIN delivered successful virtual events at the Urban festival
Most sessions reached the targeted attendance numbers of more than 40 people
High numbers of registrations for each session proved that there was interest in the topics of
the CTIN sessions at the Urban festival. The highest registration number was 142 people.
The online registration process was a success with there no challenges
Session running orders were followed and assisted in managing the time for all sessions and
clarifying roles and responsibilities
There was audience participation and engagement at each session
All the events were widely promoted using CTIN’s social media platforms, website, and
newsletter to reach a wider audience in Africa and around the world
The session’s content was rich and provided a depth of information on the topics discussed
CTIN identified a variety of speakers with expertise and wealth of knowledge from the African
Continent including Europe and India
All the sessions matched up to the Urban festival theme of “empowering the civic”, most of our
speakers were representatives of civic society/groups
The festival audience enjoyed the format of all the sessions, specifically the urban JAM café
setup of starting and closing each session with live music
All confirmed speakers showed up for the sessions
CTIN has archived all the content from all the sessions

Challenges
●
●
●
●
●

Delayed decision making and late planning from the Urban festival partners resulted in tight
timelines for planning and promoting the first CTIN events
The events were in partnership with the Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung (KAS) “Strong Cities 2030
programme however there was no strong response from the programme network members
CTIN experienced technical glitches at one session caused by internet connections and
technical support
Confirmed speaker cancelling at last minute and having a short time to look for alternative
speaker
Some speakers not sending their backup presentations on time until the last minute
disturbed the session running order and caused technical challenges - especially where
videos were being played off youtube

●

Lessons / Recommendations
●
●
●

Early planning from the urban festival team will allow enough time to plan and promote sessions
and therefore attract more audience
Build up campaign activities were needed to promote the urban festival and reach a wider
audience
There was a need for the urban festival partners to hire a digital marketing company to promote
all the urban festival sessions to assist in reaching out to a wider audience

●

A media partnership was needed to increase the dissemination of the content during and post
the urban festival

Next steps and way forward
●

Post-festival activities for CTIN include disseminating all podcasts, video clips, edited videos to
reach a broader audience and share knowledge with those that could not make it to the
sessions, and create a lived memory of the CTIN events at the urban festival

Conclusion
In conclusion, CTIN hosted successful urban festival events and it would not have been possible without
the support of all the sponsors, partners, speakers, service providers and the CTIN team.
CTIN had some proof of worthy content, high calibre speakers, and demand to consider annual
production linked to urban partners as civic tech gains traction across the urban domains. But from the
lessons learned, we could be more efficient and do far better with reach and being able to measure
impact. CTIN will like to thank all the sponsors, partners, speakers and service provider for their
contribution in delivering successful events at the 2020 inaugural urban festival.

Annexures
Annexure A: Event activities summary
CTIN was responsible for the following activities to deliver the twelve sessions at the Urban festival:
Overall activities
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●

Events work plan and timelines
Contracting and managing all the service providers
Hosted debrief meetings with all the Urban festival partners every week throughout October to
reflect on past events and to improve the upcoming events
Kept records of all the events content
Identified the audience for all the sessions and promoted all the events
Stakeholder management
CTIN Is in the process of producing final products on the sessions (edited videos and podcasts
which will be uploaded on the CTIN dedicated CTIF2020 Media page for the community.
Currently, all the unedited session recordings are uploaded on the CTIN Youtube platform and
the Urban festival website.
Drafted product dissemination strategy and plan

Speakers logistics
● Drafted speaker/host briefs and invitation letters
● Identified and invited all speakers
● Coordinated with the speakers up to the day of the event
● Set up dry run sessions with speakers
● Collected speaker bios and photos
● Collected speaker presentations and content
● Sent out thank you emails to all the speakers
Session logistics
● Drafted all the session concept notes
● Set up zoom meetings for all the sessions
● Managed event online registrations
● Drafted session running orders
● Sent email reminders to all those that have RSVPed
● Designed session promotional material and disseminating on CTIN platforms (website, twitter,
Facebook, LinkedIn, and newsletter)
● Boosted the events/sessions on Facebook
● Requested speakers to share the session promotional material with their networks
● Recorded sessions and sharing sessions live on Facebook
● Live tweeted all the sessions
● Provided zoom technical support on the day of the event (recording session, assisting speakers
put up their presentations, admitting people to the sessions, broadcasting the sessions live on
Facebook.

●
●

Published Smarter cities articles on each session
Shared all the session content, registration links, blurbs and recordings with the Urban Festival
team to upload on the Urban festival website

